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LIMNO CURLING
On April 6th a crew of Limnos went curling at the 
Relita curling hall near Stenhagen. The evening started 
with some instructions on curling rules and technique 
from our instructor, Carl. After everyone was 
comfortable(ish) sliding around on the ice and 
releasing the stones, we split up into 4 teams and got 
to test our skills against each other. Hopefully next 
time we can convince even more limnos to join in the 
fun. 

Carl explains how to push off of the blocks (left). Katrin 
and Sara discuss strategy (right). 

About a year ago, a group of Limo-Indian food lovers started to investigate the Indian food in Uppsala. We 
aimed to find the best Indian restaurant in town. We hypothesised that good Indian food exists somewhere in 
Uppsala. A group of between 4 and 11 people went for dinner at 8 Indian restaurants and evaluated the menu, 
food quantity and quality, drinks, service, ambience and restrooms. No restaurant was significantly bad. 
However, the majority of Indian food lovers recommend Indian Kitchen or Naan & Chili. Indian Kitchen has the 
best food and Naan & Chili, nice service, ambience, and rest rooms that we can highly recommend. We thus 
conclude that it is possible to find good Indian food in Uppsala. Finally, there is just one question left: could this 
be an investigations that VR or FORMAS might support next time? 
On behalf of all co-eaters,  
Anna and Katrin 

THE BEST INDIAN RESTAURANTS IN UPPSALA: a meta-analysis

SciLifeLab COMPETITION
The Limno paper: Molecular composition of organic 
matter controls methylmercury formation in boreal 
lakes” by Bravo et al., published in Nat Com has been 
selected to compete for the title of “Highlight of the 
year 2016” for SciLifeLab. Andrea will give a 4 min 
talk at SciLifeLab Science Summit on May 3rd and we 
will see the results, GO ANDREA! 

Yet another PhD student 
from Brazil has arrived. 
Michaela Ladeira de Melo 
will be with us from now 
until early August. She is a 
s t u d e n t w i t h H u g o 
S a r m e n t o a t t h e 
Universidade Federal de 
S a o C a r l o s a n d h e r 
research focus is on 
terrestrial carbon inputs to 
freshwater in the Amazon 
region and impacts on 
b a c t e r i a a n d t h e i r 
functional attributes.  

NEW FACE



Alina
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Jasmine Stavenow is a 
new project assistant at 
Erken laboratory. She 
has previously worked 
in the field with Baltic 
grey seals and in the 
lab with behavioural 
studies on perch. Most 
recently she worked at 
a wildlife park at their 
education and research 
centre and in her spare 
time she likes going on 

adventures with her dog in beautiful 
landscapes. 

The Water days have started!  

Our popular water days have now started here at Erken laboratory. The students 
who participate range in age from pre-school to gymnasium and while they are 
here, we look at ecosystems in the lake, what type of animals and which species 
you find in different habitats, and they get to try different sampling methods. The 
weather for these first water days has been very typical for April with perfect sunny 
conditions one minute, snow the next, and then rain or hail. Hopefully the 
weather will continue to improve for future trips, since the water days continue 
until June 9th, take a short break for summer and then start again in August when 
school starts again.  

Sumer Science Camp in 
Ecosystem Science 2017 

During the three weeks from June 12th to the the beginning 
of July, Erken has the yearly Summer Science Camp in 
Ecosystem Science. This year 12 gymnasium-age applicants 
from Sweden, Finland, and Latvia, have been selected. Over 
the course of the camp they will stay at Erken, plan and 
perform experiments, analyse, write, and finally present 
their projects. Everything will be done with guidance from 
supervisors at Uppsala University. Interspersed in the hard 
work are adventures, surprises, and excursions. Students 
from previous years have said that their Science Camp-
experiences gave them knowledge, friends and memories 
for life; hopefully the 2017 session will provide the same!  

	

On April 4th and 10th Anna N. and Katrin went 
out for the spring sampling campaign for the 
EuroRun project to assess day and nighttime 
CO2 emissions in two streams in Uppland. The 
Uppsala sampling team was complemented by 
Joachim Audet and Josè Ledesma from SLU. 

EuroRun SAMPLING

ERKEN NEWS

Members from all 5 stations involved in SITES AquaNET met 
for a workshop at Erken from April 19-21. During 3 
intensive days, the participants discussed the technical and 
practical details related to the establishment of mesocosms, 
sensor arrangements, sampling protocols and data storage 
and sharing.  

SITES AquaNet now has a Twitter! You can 
follow them at @SITESAquaNet for updates 
on what is happening within the mesocosm 
network. 


